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Why should we care?

Plenty of  reasons:
- Charlotte’s talk about multiphase 
filamentary flows 
- Corentin’s talk about AM … (also 
Tillson et al 2015) etc … 

But above and overall: constraining 
feedback models/physics!

Pandora project:



What is (are) the problem(s)?

Rey and Blaizot (in prep)  … but also others

Rey, Maxime (PhD Thesis)

Cold CGM Gas

à Need to track metals
and ionization states 



Warm CGM gas

Rey, Maxime (PhD Thesis) Hot CGM gas

à Need to have resolution in the CGM to 
properly capture its multiphase nature!



PRISM:  Tracking the metals and atom ionization states

Caveats: no MHD, thermal conduction, non-self  consistent dust model or CR treatment yet 
but coming soon  … also only valid for optically thin regime (density limited) 

NB: also applies to the CGM but metals
produced in the ISM (although see 
movie later on)!

(> 60 ions)

Katz et al, arXiV:2211.04626



PRISM: chemistry  … main atoms/ions and even a few molecules (H2, CO)

1D equilibrium model Idealised galaxy simulation

Katz et al, arXiV:2211.04626



PRISM: multiphase ISM & non equilibrium effects

Katz et al, arXiV:2211.04626

Cooling faster than 
recombination

Heating faster than 
ionization





Caveat: all idealized simulations so far
à no inflow/cosmic web yet but once

again, coming soon!

What about the resolution in 
the CGM problem?

Rey et al, (in prep)

for each gas cell à refine if  n dx > lcool > 0



Rey et al, (in prep)



Mass loading factors

Rey et al, (in prep)



Towards multiphase outflowsRey et al, (in prep)



Cold outflow gas Warm outflow gas Hot outflow gas

Impact on covering fractions

Rey et al, (in prep)


